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This is the story of a young Chinese man who has come to live in the United States and
was completely driven mad by his mother. The story is written in Chinese.
??????????????????? ?????????????????????????? ???????100%???????????? ??
???????? ???????????? ??????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????……???????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????? ????? ???? ? ?????????????????????? ?
????????????????????The Verge??????? ? ?????????????5??? ????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????Kameron Hurley
?????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????The Verge???
An anthology of 8 novellas and short stories by the 2012 Nobel Literature Prize winner
Mo Yan. The Yellow-haired Baby, Explosions and The Crystal Carrot are also included
in this anthology published in the 1980's. Mo Yan has won numerous awards including
the 2005 Kiriyama Prize Notable Books for Big Breasts and Wide Hips, which was also
nominated for the Man Asian Literary Prize. He is most famous in the West as the writer
of Red Sorghum, the 1987 award winning film directed by Zhang Yimou. In Simplified
Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books,
Inc.
???????????????????????????,??????,??????,??????????????????,???????????????
Traditional Chinese edition of The Mermaids Mirror, a teen fiction about a girl who
wants to learn to swim but is forbidden by her father to learn. A modern day Little
Mermaid story. and a 2010 William C. Morris Award Winner. In Traditional Chinese.
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
???????????????????

From one of France's most celebrated children's writers comes a tender and
playful portrait of what it means to be unique--the story of an "ugly duckling" who
leaves his family to journey through a fantastical world. Full color.x 10.
??,???????????????????????????????????????????????,?????????......
???????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????——???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????? ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????? ——?????
?????????3600??????????? ?????????????????????????
?20??????????????????? ???????????? ???????????????????????
??????????????????????? ???????????????????????? ?????????????????????
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?????????????????????? ????????????????????????? ???????????????????……
??????????????????????? ?????????????????????????? ?????????????????!
????????????????????????? ???????????????? ?????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????…… ??? ??(??)
??????????????????????????????,?????????????????????????????????,??????
????????????????????,??????????,?????????????
Gong fen ba zhang. Jie shao quan qiu hua de ben zhi, Quan qiu hua, Guo jia yu
ren lei fu li, Quan qiu hua yu gong ye xian jin guo jia de ren lei fu li, Quan qiu hua
yu gong ye fa zhan zhong guo jia de ren lei fu li deng nei rong.
????????????????? ?????????? ???????????????????????
?????????2016-2017????? ??????????????????????
????????????????????????? ??????????????????????
????????????????????????????? ???????????? ???????????????????????? ???
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????? ???????? ???????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??? ????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????? ???? 1.
58????????????????????????????????? 2.
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??15????????????????2012????? ???????????????????????????
?????????????Silver Crow?????????????????????
??????????????????????????? ??????????????1???????Wolfram
Cerberus????????????? ????????????????????????????Chocolat
Puppeteer????????? Silver Crow????????????????????
?????????????,??????????????,???????????????,??????????????.
Chinese edition of French Women Don't Sleep Alone. Jamie Cat Callan reveals
in detail French woman's secret of love, romance, marriage. In Traditional
Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
?????365???,??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????12????
"Packed with brilliant stories and thoughtful essays, all wonderfully illustrated by
the artist winners - always a joy!" - Robert J. Sawyer, Hugo and Nebula Winner
24 Award-Winning Authors and Illustrators Accompanied by Orson Scott Card,
Brandon Sanderson, Jody Lynn Nye, Jerry Pournelle, Ciruelo and Echo Chernik
and Edited by David Farland Your search for something new and different in sci-fi
and fantasy ends here. Presenting this year's collection of fresh voices, fabulous
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worlds, and fantastic new characters. Each year, the Writers and Illustrators of
the Future Contests' blue-ribbon judges search the world to discover and
introduce to you the very best new talent in sci-fi and fantasy.Created by L. Ron
Hubbard, whose commitment to help new writers and artists gave rise to the
annual Writers of the Future anthologies - a launching pad for writers and artists
who are sure to command our attention for decades to come. "Writers of the
Future, as a contest and as a book, remains the flagship of short fiction." - Orson
Scott "The best new stories by new writers, anywhere." - Larry Niven "These are
the people who are going to be creating trends." - Brandon Sanderson "Science
fiction as a genre has always looked to the future and the Writers of the Future
looks to the future of science fiction." - Kevin J. Anderson "See the best of the
best culled for you, curated and selected in a single volume every year." - Robert
J. Sawyer Wondrous and powerful tales from some of the world's best new
writers. Turnabout - Djinn are famous for twisting your words so they don't really
grant your wish, but two can play that game. A Smokeless and Scorching Fire Deacon is a government official, and he's afraid he'll stay that way if he can't
break his conditioning. The Howler on the Sales Floor - It's easy making sales
when you can send images of despair into the hearts of your clients. The
Minarets of An-Zabat - Alder seeks the secrets of the Windcallers' magic, but his
curiosity may destroy the people he loves. The Death Flyer - Jim Bellamy tries to
save the life of a girl who died in the wreckage of a train ten years ago. Odd and
Ugly - A tree giant takes in a housekeeper, but she has more secrets than either
of them can handle. Mara's Shadow - An ancient myth might provide the key to
curing a disease that threatens all of humanity. The Lesson - A lesson on
philosophy in action turns into a deadly encounter. What Lies Beneath - A
powerful sorcerer has so disgraced himself, he is afraid of what his family will
think should he ever die and meet them on the other side.. Flee, My Pretty One In a world controlled by dragons and their henchmen, rock singer Josephine
really only wants "death to all collaborators."
????????????????????????,?????????????????????,????,??????????????......
?????“??”?12?????20?????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????:????????????????????????.
New edition of the simplified Chinese edition of The Missing Piece Meets The Big O. A
Shel Silverstein classic. In Simplified Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
??15????????????????2012????? ???????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????White Cosmos????
??????????????????????????? ???????Green Grandee????????????????????
????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????
???/(?)????
?????????????????????,?????????????????,??????????????
???????????????????????????????(Bethel Church)???????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
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Writers of the Future Volume 34: The Best New Sci Fi and Fantasy Short Stories of the
YearWriters of the Future
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